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Wedding planning in Melbourne, VICWill&Jac are your go-to girls, offering a fresh

and unique approach to assist with your Wedding planning. From start to finish, we

create and coordinate the Wedding Day of your dreams. Leave the finer details to

us – we thrive on them – while you immerse yourself in the ride of a lifetime. Based

in Melbourne, will&jac are two experienced and professional Wedding planning

specialists with extensive events and hospitality backgrounds. will&jac are able to

work closely with your hand-picked suppliers to offer you a seamless and absolutely

fabulous Wedding Day – we can also join you on your journey to create a property

or marquee celebration at your private location, helping build your own venue from

the ground up as your personal Project Managers!Will&jac understand that every

occasion is different, all couples are unique and that Weddings are momentous

occasions – we want to share the love and make it a memorable and enjoyable

journey. Let Clare and Catherine be part of your planning to manage and coordinate

all of your bespoke Wedding details to perfection. will&jac is the pairing of two

unique and fabulous friends. Catherine Williams (Will) and Clare Jacobsen (Jac) met

while working in the Wedding industry in Melbourne and bring together a total of

over 40 years of Weddings and Events experience, planning, coordination, and

knowledge.Catherine brings the Queenslander to the business, with a background in

the Arts, she is the creative and visionary soul. The ultimate Wedding planning

queen, she is the sophisticated and fun-loving half of the duo. Clare is the perfect

blend of English elegance and style, helping plan glamourous Weddings in England

and Melbourne with an appreciation for all things wonderful. Both perfectionists,

detail-driven, personable, obsessive and organized we are the perfect Wedding

planning combo!
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